Friday

Well Sweetheart we have done went and done it again; this time it was Austin College and we only beat them 54-0. I don’t know what was the matter with the team, but they didn’t seem to be able to do much against them. When the game first started Austin did seem to have a good team and they went right on down the field but all of a sudden Rice woke up and they went no more. We had an awful pretty game even if it was powerful hot, but the field for once was dry.
so we just went on and beat them up. The boys are all hoping the Baylor gets a good beating at the hands of Texas for two reasons, if they do they will feel like they can beat us, and also beating will be good. The only thing we regret and it is a whole lot, is that Lindsey, the fastest backfield man we got got his knee broken, we certainly hate that, because he is a good man, and awful fast, but there is one good thing about it, it doesn't matter as much as it did back in
1917 because we have more reserve material. Oh honey if we can only beat Texas, that bunch will naturally fight us to death but I knew that these boys can fight them back. They got a whole new set of uniforms and won't wear them until they go out on the field at Texas. Sweetheart I sure wish you could get to see that game, but if we keep on going Thanksgiving day won't bring a bad game. Honey you surely haven't given up the idea of coming down have you? Sweetheart
I know you are coming though. Austin came awful near scoring over this afternoon. Rice was going to kick and on a bad pass, which went way over the Rice man's head an Austin man recovered and started for the goal, well he got as far as the five yard line before he was downed, and on four downs they couldn't put it over, so we got the ball and went right on down the field for a touchdown. The freshman class president left school yesterday and is staying somewhere
In town, we are not absolutely certain yet but believe that we know where he is, at any rate we will get him before he gets on the floor. I don't feel like dancing tonight though, and am not going to, except for one dance, provided it doesn't come to late. I got lots of studying to do tonight so I guess my first dance also will be Thanksgiving. I sure will be glad when that time comes too.

Dear,

Just one week from tonight and I'll be getting
ready to leave for Austin and then the next night darling, if my plans come out, I'll be leaving for Dallas, Sweetheart, if so I expect I'll meet you in church because I don't think the train gets in very early, I only wish it didn't leave so early, it will only be short, but I know it will be sweet, Honey it seems like every day I have the blues but when I get a letter from you and they always leave me, I'm always so lonesome for you honey and I miss home and you above all more than a little bit.
Will you please send me Gil's address. I want to write him and now I've forgotten where to send it.

Don't you dissipate like that anymore. I've stayed up until 10 o'clock, and it's unheard of, I would never do such a thing as that.

I sure did get into an argument today. Enraged in the last and then two girls came in and we got to talking or rather gossiping and you know what I think about girls painting etc. so I just cut loose and told...
them, and also about girls sobbing their hair, + above all smoking cigarette, well I certainly don't agree with any of it, and I certainly told them what I thought they didn't. That did, then Dr. Altenburg + Mr. Davies got into the argument and we sure went round and round, and never reached a conclusion. But I guess I am old fashioned and can't see things like others, but I simply can't help it. Sweetheart, my mind is always wandering to Dallas + you, also, I love you.
OWLS REMEMBER FORMER DEFEAT FROM OPPONENTS

Mysterious Scout From Texas U. Will Watch Owls Play Austin

Rice Owls 88, wonder how many football fans realize it. If they do they will recall that Austin had a sure enough team and came down to Rice field, expected to lock the ball in its favor and wended their merry way home again. The Owls, however, were only the hardest of playing that Baylor was able to grab off the big end of a spread for the trip. In 17 to 8 count weeks ago, but such small margin as that indicates in the world of football.

Owls have found during the past week their first opportunity to get in some good practice on a dry field. The Rice squad is one of the quickest in the State this season, but speed is considered one of its strongest weapons. Just what speed the squad has should be demonstrated on a dry field today—preparing field has played no game as yet. Interests concern larger than a class merely. A test of ability to outdo the Owls of Houston are not considered as tests of ability, but that the Owls can do.
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Carl Brick, Back, and Hair are probable selections for the ends and Dain and Jarvis will likely go in at tackles. Undoubtedly David Anderson and Arthur Farland at center are possible selections for the middle guard, and at the back, Nash and Drummond will perform at quarter. Powell, whose toe was of material importance in a recent game last Saturday, may start at full, Dyer and Gaffin for the right half and Lindsey and McGee at left half complete the probable lineup.

Arnold, Owls, fumbled through some strenuous scrimmage during practice. Scoring five out of seven scoring passes out to Trinity, Baylor and Southern Methodist look good to Rice papers and the game which the Owls squad handles itself gives the Rice students much delight. At any rate it is a hard, speedy game and the home crowd on Rice field today. The game will be billed 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon.

Interest at Rice centers almost entirely on the game, and the crowds which flock to the Broadmoor for the Texas Texas fringe is, which formed for November 1st is now watched by a few as one of the holy grails of the race. Doe estes prediction, with Rice and Texas both playing the last year, is that almost certain that there will be one interested spectator at least to view the game that may occur. One of the famous scout from Texas U. It is a matter of speculation just how much the Owls will be called upon to uncork their supply of football wiles to send the visitors down the slide with Baylor and the rest.
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